HOW TO FOLD A PEACE CRANE

To participate in The Peace Crane Project you will need a square piece of paper, plus markers, pens, paint, or pencils.

Blue represents the front side of the paper. Yellow represents the back. Your paper may look different.

1. Fold your paper in half, diagonally.
2. Fold in half again.
3. Bring top point of top layer down to meet bottom point, opening paper as you go, to form a square.
4. Does your paper look like this? If so, turn it over. If no, go back to step 3.
5. Repeat fold on this side.
6. Fold sides of top layer to middle, then unfold.
7. Fold top down to side creases, then lift top layer upward.
8. Create a boat-like shape by folding sides inward.
10. Turn over and repeat folds on the other side.
11. Open to boat shape then flatten.
12. Fold sides of top layer to middle.
13. Does it look like this? Then turn over and repeat the folds in step 12.
14. Reverse fold the bottom points.
15. Reverse fold one point.

Write and draw words and pictures of peace on your Peace Crane. Share it with the world! Join the Peace Crane Exchange List:

PeaceCraneProject.org
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